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Abstract
We investigate spectral properties of the Laplace operator on a class of non-compact
Riemannian manifolds. For a given number N we construct periodic manifolds such that the
essential spectrum of the corresponding Laplacian has at least N open gaps. We use two
different methods. First, we construct a periodic manifold starting from an inﬁnite number of
copies of a compact manifold, connected by small cylinders. In the second construction we
begin with a periodic manifold which will be conformally deformed. In both constructions, a
decoupling of the different period cells is responsible for the gaps.
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1. Introduction
The spectra of periodic Schro¨dinger or divergence type operators have been
extensively studied. In particular, it is well known that the spectrum of a periodic
elliptic operator on L2ðRdÞ with smooth coefﬁcients is the locally ﬁnite union of
compact intervals, called (spectral) bands. We are mainly interested in the question
whether these bands are separated by spectral gaps or not. By a gap in the (essential)
spectrum of a positive operator H we mean an interval ða; bÞ such that
ða; bÞ-spec H ¼ |:
To exclude trivial cases we assume that a is greater than the inﬁmum of the essential
spectrum of H: The number of gaps is given by the number of components of the
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intersection of the resolvent set C\spec H with R: Results on spectral gaps where H is
a Schro¨dinger or divergence type operator can be found for example in [15–18] (see
also the references therein).
In this paper, we want to give examples of (non-compact) periodic manifolds M
such that the corresponding Laplacian DM without potential has spectral gaps. Here,
periodicity means that a ﬁnitely generated abelian group G acts isometrically and
properly discontinuously onM (cf., for example [2,4,5,10,20], periodic manifold are
also called covering manifolds). Therefore we obtain the same qualitative results only
by the periodic geometry.
As in the Schro¨dinger operator case a decoupling of the different period cells is
responsible for the gaps. In the Schro¨dinger operator case, the decoupling is achieved
by a high potential barrier separating each period cell from the others. In the
geometric case, decoupling means that the junction between two period cells is small.
Here, a period cell is the closure of a fundamental domain (see the next section).
From a physical point of view the Laplacian on a manifold is the Hamiltonian of
an electron conﬁned to this manifold (at least in a semi-classical limit, cf. for example
[12,23]). Periodic structures like a periodically curved cylinder or a quantum wire
could have applications in solid state physics. A quantum wire (or quantum wave
guide) is a planar strip, cf. for example [11]. The knowledge of the band-gap
structure of spec H is important for the conductive properties of the periodic
material described by the Hamiltonian H: In particular, the existence and size of the
ﬁrst gap decide whether the material is a conductor or an insulator.
1.1. Basic ideas and results
The construction of G-periodic manifolds with spectral gaps will be given later on
in detail (cf. Section 3). Here, we sketch the ideas and ﬁx the notation. We start our
construction from a compact Riemannian manifold X of dimension dX2 (for
simplicity without boundary). Here, G is an abelian group with r generators. We
choose 2r different points x1;y; x2rAX and endow each point xi with a cylindrical
end Aie (the boundary being isometric to a sphere of radius e > 0). We call the
resulting manifold Me: Glueing together G copies of the period cell Me we obtain a
G-periodic manifold Me (see Fig. 1 for r ¼ 1 generators). Our ﬁrst result is the
following:
Theorem 1.1. Each spectral band of the periodic Laplacian DMe on Me tends to an
eigenvalue of the Laplacian DX on X as e-0: In particular, for each NAN there exist
at least N gaps in the spectrum of DMe provided e is small enough.
We also prove a similar result in the case where the cells Me are joined by long thin
cylinders of ﬁxed length. Let Ne be the manifold obtained from Me by identifying
@A2i1e with a component of the boundary of a cylinder C
i
e of length LiX0 and radius
e > 0: The periodic manifoldNe is obtained in the same way by glueing together G
copies of Ne:
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Theorem 1.2. Each spectral band of the periodic Laplacian DNe on Ne tends to an
eigenvalue of the Laplacian DX on X or to an eigenvalue of the Laplacian with Dirichlet
boundary conditions on ½0;Li for an i ¼ 1;y; r with Li > 0 as e-0: In particular, for
each NAN there exist at least N gaps in the spectrum of DNe provided e is small
enough.
The proofs of these two results will be given in Section 3. Both results are related
to articles of Chavel and Feldman [7] and Anne´ [1] where compact manifolds with
small handles, resp. compact manifolds joined by small cylinders, are analysed. Note
that the joined manifolds in [1] are not smooth in contrast to our construction.
The second construction is in some sense the reverse of the ﬁrst construction.
Starting with a given periodic manifold M of dimension dX2 we deform the
(periodic) metric g by a (periodic) conformal factor re to obtain spectral gaps in
the spectrum of the Laplacian. The idea is to let the conformal factor converge to the
indicator function of a closed periodic set X ¼ SgAG gX where XCM is a closed
subset disjoint from all translates gX ; ga0: This convergence is of course not
uniform because of the discontinuity of the indicator function. We denote the
manifold M with metric r2eg by Me: We have the following result:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that the dimension of M is greater or equal to 3. Then each
band of the periodic Laplacian DMe on the conformally deformed periodic manifold Me
tends to an eigenvalue of the Neumann Laplacian DNX on X as e-0: In particular, for
each NAN there exist at least N gaps in the spectrum of DMe provided e is small
enough.
The assumption dX3 is essential here, since in dimension 2 it is no longer true that
the ﬁrst band of DMe tends to a single point as e-0: Even in the limit case e ¼ 0; a
non-trivial interval remains due to the special structure of the conformal Laplacian,
cf. Eq. (21). Nevertheless, we can prove the existence of gaps in a simple example by
direct calculations (see Example 4.1). The proof of Theorem 1.3 and the example in
dimension 2 can be found in Section 4.
X X
MX

A2A1
M
Fig. 1. Construction of the period cell Me and the periodic manifold Me with G ¼ Z:
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The proofs of our theorems basically use the variational min–max characterisation
of the eigenvalues of an operator with purely discrete spectrum (called Min–max
Principle) to compare the eigenvalues of operators deﬁned on parameter-depending
Hilbert spaces (see the Main Lemma 2.1). The basic idea is taken from [1,13] even if
the Main Lemma is more general. Furthermore, Floquet Theory allows to analyse
the spectrum of a periodic operator. Details are given in the next section.
Davies and Harrell II [9] proved the existence of at least one gap in the periodic
conformally ﬂat case (transforming the conformal Laplacian in a corresponding
Schro¨dinger operator). This result is a special case of Theorem 1.3. Using similar
methods, Green showed in [14] the existence of a ﬁnite number of gaps in the two-
dimensional conformally ﬂat case. Furthermore, Yoshitomi [28] proved the existence of
spectral gaps for the (Dirichlet) Laplacian on periodically curved quantum wave guides.
In all these three papers the existence of gaps is established basically by analysing a one-
dimensional problem. Here, in contrast, we directly study the multi-dimensional problem.
Green conjectured that a necessary requirement for a large number of gaps is for
the curvature to be large in absolute value at some points. In the examples given here
the same phenomenon occurs (see Remarks 3.1 and 4.1). Therefore, the results of
Fukaya [13] cannot be applied here. Fukaya showed the continuity of the kth
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on Me where Me is a convergent family of manifolds (in
a certain sense) with given bound on the curvature.
There are also results on periodic operators on manifolds with non-commutative
groups G: For example, Bru¨ning and Sunada proved in [4] that the Laplacian on a
periodic manifold still has band structure even for certain non-commutative groups
G: Furthermore, Sunada [20] showed that—in contrast to the Schro¨dinger operator
case on Rd (cf. [25])—there exist (non-compact!) periodic manifolds with
commutative group G such that the corresponding Laplacian has an eigenvalue
(possibly embedded in another band).
Finally, note that Lott [22] has constructed a (non-periodic) two-dimensional
complete non-compact ﬁnite-volume manifold such that the corresponding
Laplacian has an inﬁnite number of gaps. In the periodic case in contrast we would
expect that the Generalised Bethe–Sommerfeld conjecture is true, i.e. that there are
only ﬁnitely many gaps in the spectrum of DM if dX2: Skriganov [27] proved this
conjecture for periodic Schro¨dinger operators in Euclidean space. Furthermore, an
asymptotic upper bound on the number of gaps have been established in [4] (not
implying the Generalised Bethe–Sommerfeld conjecture). Note that our results do
not say anything whether the number of gaps is ﬁnite or not.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Laplacian on a manifold
Throughout this article we study manifolds of dimension dX2: For a Riemannian
manifold M (compact or not) without boundary we denote by L2ðMÞ the usual
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L2-space of square integrable functions on M with respect to the volume measure on
M: Locally in a chart, the volume measure has the density ðdet gÞ12 with respect to the
Lebesgue measure, where det g is the determinant of the metric tensor ðgijÞ in this
chart. The norm of L2ðMÞ will be denoted by jj  jjM : For uACNc ðMÞ; the space of
compactly supported smooth functions, we set
qˇMðuÞ :¼
Z
M
jduj2:
Here du denotes the exterior derivate of u; which is a section in the cotangent bundle
TnM over M: Locally in a chart, jduj2 ¼Pi;j gij@iu@j %u where ðgijÞ is the inverse
of ðgijÞ:
We denote the closure of the non-negative quadratic form qˇM by qM :Note that the
domain dom qM of the closed quadratic form qM consists of those functions in
L2ðMÞ such that the weak derivative du is also square integrable (i.e., qMðuÞoN).
We deﬁne the Laplacian DM (for a manifold without boundary) as the unique self-
adjoint and non-negative operator associated with the closed quadratic form qM ; i.e.,
operator and quadratic form are related by
qMðuÞ ¼ /DMu; uS
for uACNc ðMÞ (for details on quadratic forms see e.g. [19,26] or [8]).
If M is a compact manifold with (piecewise) smooth boundary @Ma| we can
deﬁne the Laplacian with Dirichlet, resp. Neumann, boundary conditions in the same
way. Here, we start from the (closure of the) quadratic form qˇM deﬁned on C
N
c ðMÞ;
the space of smooth functions with support away from the boundary, resp. on
CNðMÞ; the space of functions smooth up to the boundary. We denote the closure of
the quadratic form by qDM ; resp. q
N
M ; and the corresponding operator by D
D
M ;
resp. DNM :
If M is compact the spectrum of DM (with any boundary condition if @Ma|) is
purely discrete. We denote the corresponding eigenvalues by lkðMÞ (resp. lDk ðMÞ or
lNk ðMÞ in the Dirichlet or Neumann case) written in increasing order and repeated
according to multiplicity.
2.2. Periodic manifolds and Floquet Theory
Let G be an abelian group of inﬁnite order with r generators and neutral element 1:
Such groups are isomorphic to Zr0 	 Zr1p1 	?	 Zrapa with r0 > 0 and r0 þ?þ
ra ¼ r: Here, Zp denotes the cyclic group of order p: A d-dimensional (non-compact)
Riemannian manifold M will be called G-periodic or a covering manifold if G acts
properly discontinuously, isometrically and cocompactly, i.e., the quotientM=G is a
d-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold such that the quotient map is a local
isometry (cf., e.g. [2,4,5,10,20]). For simplicity, we assume thatM has no boundary.
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A compact subset M of M is called a period cell if M is the closure of a
fundamental domain D; i.e., M ¼ %D; D is open and connected, D is disjoint from any
translate gD for all gAG; ga1; and the union of all translates gM is equal to M:
Now we want to analyse the spectrum of periodic elliptic operators on M: Here,
periodicity means that the operator commutes with all translation operators on
L2ðMÞ induced by the group action (cf. e.g. [4,20]). In particular the Laplacian onM
is periodic. From Floquet theory it sufﬁces to analyse the spectra of the periodic
operator restricted to a period cell M with quasi-periodic boundary conditions (cf.
e.g. [10,25]). In order to do this, we deﬁne y-periodic boundary conditions. Let y be
an element of the dual group #G ¼ HomðG;T1Þ of G; which is isomorphic to a
subgroup of the r-dimensional torus Tr ¼ fyACr; jyij ¼ 1 for all ig: We denote by
qyM the closure of the quadratic form qˇM deﬁned on the space of those functions
uACNðMÞ that satisfy
uðgxÞ ¼ yðgÞuðxÞ
for all xA@M and all gAG such that gxA@M: The corresponding operator is denoted
by DyM : Again, D
y
M has purely discrete spectrum denoted by l
y
kðMÞ: The eigenvalues
depend continuously on y: Furthermore lykðMÞ depends even analytically on y if we
exclude those yA #G for which lykðMÞ; is a multiple eigenvalue (cf. e.g. [3,25]). From
Floquet theory we obtain
spec DM ¼
[
yA #G
spec DyM ¼
[
kAN
BkðMÞ;
where Bk ¼ BkðMÞ ¼ flykðMÞ; yA #Gg is a compact interval, called kth band (cf. e.g.
[25]). In general, we do not know whether the intervals Bk overlap or not. But we can
show the existence of gaps by proving that lykðMÞ does not vary too much in y:
Remark 2.1. Note that the ﬁrst band cannot be trivial (i.e., B1 ¼ f0g) since the ﬁrst
eigenvalue ly1ðMÞ is 0 if and only if we are in the case of periodic boundary
conditions, i.e., y ¼ 1: There are no constant and y-periodic functions if ya1 and M
is connected. This means that the ﬁrst band consists of absolutely continuous
spectrum provided the ﬁrst and second band do not overlap or more precisely, that
at least B1-Bc2 is absolutely continuous. In general it is not true that all the spectrum
is absolutely continuous. In [20] one can ﬁnd an example where a band reduces to a
point (not necessarily being an isolated eigenvalue).
2.3. Main Lemma and Min–max principle
Here we state a formal result on how to deal with parameter-depending Hilbert
spaces and operators with purely discrete spectrum on these spaces. In particular, we
are interested in the dependence of the eigenvalues on the parameter. Such Hilbert
spaces occur in the next section when we construct a period cell depending on a
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parameter e: The basic idea of the Main Lemma 2.1 is taken from [1,13].
Nevertheless the Main Lemma is more general: here we allow even non-uniform
convergence, i.e., the convergence assumed in Conditions (2) and (3) could depend
on ðueÞ: Furthermore, we can choose alternatively between the convergence or the
inequality in the assumptions.
We ﬁrst quote the Min–max Principle. Suppose that q is a closed, non-negative
quadratic form on the separable Hilbert space H such that the corresponding
operator Q has purely discrete spectrum denoted by spec Q ¼ flk j kANg: Note that
lkX0 for all k: Throughout this article we assume that the sequence of eigenvalues
ðlkÞ is written in increasing order and repeated according to multiplicity. We then
have
lk ¼ inf
Lk
sup
uALk ; ua0
qðuÞ
jjujj2u; ð1Þ
where the inﬁmum is taken over all k-dimensional subspaces Lk of dom q (for this
version of the Min–max principle see e.g. [8]).
Suppose now that for each e > 0 we have separable Hilbert spaces He and H0e:
Furthermore suppose that qe and q
0
e are non-negative, closed quadratic forms onHe
and H0e: Finally, suppose that the corresponding operators have purely discrete
spectrum denoted by lkðeÞ and l0kðeÞ; kAN (written in increasing order and repeated
according to multiplicity). A corresponding orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of
Qe is denoted by ðjekÞk and the linear span of the ﬁrst k eigenvalues by LkðeÞ: A
family ðueÞe with ueALkðeÞ and jjuejj2He þ qeðueÞpC for some constant c > 0 is called
qe-bounded.
Lemma 2.1. (Main Lemma). Suppose that for each e > 0 a linear map
Fe: dom qe-dom q0e is given such that for all qe-bounded ueALkðeÞ Conditions (2)
and (3) are satisfied:
lim
e-0
ðjjFeuejj2H0e  jjuejj
2
He
Þ ¼ 0 or jjuejj2H0epjjFeuejj
2
He
ð2Þ
lim
e-0
ðq0eðFeueÞ  qeðueÞÞ ¼ 0 or qeðueÞXq0eðFeueÞ: ð3Þ
Furthermore, we assume that for each kAN there exist a constant ck > 0 such that
lkðeÞpck for all e > 0: ð4Þ
Then for each kAN there exists a function dkðeÞX0 converging to 0 as e-0 such that
l0kðeÞplkðeÞ þ dkðeÞ ð5Þ
for small enough e > 0:
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Proof. For u ¼ ue ¼
Pk
i¼1 a
e
ij
e
i with complex numbers ai ¼ aei we have
q0eðFeuÞ
jjFeujj2
 qeðuÞjjujj2 ¼
1
jjFeujj2
qeðuÞ
jjujj2ðjjujj
2  jjFeujj2Þ þ ðq0eðFeuÞ  qeðuÞÞ
 !
:
Furthermore, we estimate
jjujj2  jjFeujj2 ¼
Xk
i;j¼1
aiajðdij /Fejei ;FejejSÞ
p d0kðeÞ
Xk
j¼1
jajj2 ¼ d0kðeÞjjujj2; ð6Þ
where
d0kðeÞ :¼ k max
i;j¼1;y;k
jdij /Fejei ;FejejSj
by the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality. The Polarisation Identity together with
Condition (2) yields d0kðeÞ-0 as e-0: If we are in the second alternative of
Condition (2) we simply set d0kðeÞ ¼ 0: By a similar argument we can show the
existence of a function d00kðeÞX0 converging to 0 as e-0 such that
q0eðFeuÞ  qeðuÞpd00kðeÞjjujj2: ð7Þ
From Estimate (6) we also conclude
jjujj2p 1
1 d0kðeÞ
jjFeujj2 ð8Þ
provided e is small enough. Applying Condition (4) we obtain the estimate
q0eðFeuÞ
jjFeujj2
 qeðuÞjjujj2pdkðeÞ :¼
1
1 d0ðeÞðckd
0ðeÞ þ d00ðeÞÞ: ð9Þ
Estimate (8) also yields the injectivity of FepLkðeÞ; i.e., FeðLkðeÞÞ is a k-dimensional
subspace of dom q0e: Finally, the Min–max Principle (1) implies the desired estimate
on the eigenvalues. &
3. Construction of a periodic manifold
Suppose that X is a compact oriented and connected Riemannian manifold of
dimension dX2 (for simplicity without boundary). We want to construct a G-
periodic manifold where G is an abelian group with r generators e1;y; er:We choose
2r distinct points x1;y; x2r: For each point xi; denote by Bie the open geodesic ball
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around xi of radius e > 0: Suppose further that Bie0 are pairwise disjoint where e0 > 0
denotes the injectivity radius of X : Denote by Be the union of all balls B
i
e;
i ¼ 1;y; 2r: Let Xe :¼ X \B2e for 0o2eoe0 with metric inherited from X :
On Bie0 ; the metric of X is given in polar coordinates ðs; sÞA0; e0½	Sd1 by
g ¼ ds2 þ his; ð10Þ
where his denotes a metric on fsg 	 Sd1 (see Fig. 2). Here, Sd1 denotes the ðd  1Þ-
dimensional sphere with standard metric ds2:
Let re be a smooth monotone function with reðsÞ ¼ e for 0pspe=2 and reðsÞ ¼ s
for 2epspe0: Furthermore, let we be a smooth cut-off function having values
between 0 and 1 and satisfying weðsÞ ¼ 0 if spe and weðsÞ ¼ 1 if sX2e: Now we let the
modiﬁed metric hie;s be a convex combination of the original metric and the spherical
metric ðreðsÞÞ2 ds2; i.e.,
hie;s :¼ weðsÞhis þ ð1 weðsÞÞðreðsÞÞ2 ds2: ð11Þ
We denote the completion of X \fx1;y; x2rg together with the modiﬁed metric
gie :¼ ds2 þ hie;s
on Bie0 by Me (see Fig. 2). Since g
i
eðs; sÞ ¼ gðs; sÞ for sX2e; the punched manifold Xe
is embedded in Me: Furthermore, since g
i
eðs; sÞ ¼ ds2 þ e2 ds2 for spe=2; there exists
a neighbourhood of @Me-Bie given in coordinates by ½0; e=2 	 Sd1 which is
isometric to a cylinder of radius e and length e=2: Let Aie be the cylindrical end of the
manifold Me near xi given in coordinates by ½0; 2e 	 Sd1: Next, let Aie;s be the
sphere with distance s from the boundary given in coordinates by fsg 	 Sd1:
Finally, let Ae be the union of all cylindrical ends A
i
e; i ¼ 1;y; 2r:
Finally, we construct the corresponding periodic manifold Me: Let gMe be an
isometric copy of Me with identiﬁcation x/gx for each gAG: We construct a new
(non-compact) manifold Me by identifying g@A2i1e with eig@A
2i
e for each gAG and
xi Ai

0
X
X ss

2
/2

2
0
M
Fig. 2. Modiﬁcation of the metric g of the two-dimensional manifold X near the point xi:
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i ¼ 1;y; r: Remember that ei denotes the ith generator of G: Since in a
neighbourhood of @Aie the manifold is isometric to a cylinder of radius e; we can
choose a smooth atlas and a smooth metric on the glued manifoldMe: We therefore
obtain a (non-compact) G-periodic manifold Me and Me is a period cell for Me:
Now we are able to state the following theorem (Theorem 1.1 follows via Floquet
Theory):
Theorem 3.1. As e-0 we have lykðMeÞ-lkðXÞ uniformly in yA #G:
Therefore, the kth band BkðMeÞ reduces to the point flkðXÞg as e-0: Note that
the convergence is not uniform in k since there are topological obstructions (see the
discussion in [7]). We therefore could not expect that an infinite number of gaps
occur.
Before we prove Theorem 3.1, we need two lemmas. The idea is to compare the
y-periodic eigenvalues on Me with Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues on Xe: The
crucial point is, that the corresponding y-periodic eigenfunctions on Me do not
concentrate on Ae; i.e., on the cylindrical ends. This will be shown in the second
lemma. First, we need to compare the density of the ðd  1Þ-dimensional volume of
Aie;s with the volume of the sphere of radius reðsÞ:
Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant cX1 such that
1
c
reðsÞd1pðdet hie;sÞ
1
2pcreðsÞd1
for all 0pspe0 and all i.
Proof. The metric g ¼ ds2 þ his on Bie0 can be compared with the ﬂat metric ds2 þ
s2ds2 (pointwise in the sense of sesquilinear forms), i.e., there exists a constant c0X1
such that
1
c0
s2dsphispc0s2 ds:
By our assumptions on re the same estimate is true with s
2 replaced by reðsÞ2 and his
replaced by the convex combination (11). The result follows from the monotonicity
of det. &
Now we prove the non-concentration of the eigenfunctions on the cylindrical ends
as e-0:
Lemma 3.2. There exists a positive function oðeÞ converging to 0 as e-0 such thatZ
Ae
juj2poðeÞ
Z
Me
ðjuj2 þ jduj2Þ; ð12Þ
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for all u out of the domain of the quadratic form with y-periodic boundary conditions
on Me:
Note that oðeÞ only depends on the geometry of X near xi:
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that uACNðMeÞ: Suppose
furthermore that uðe0; sÞ ¼ 0 for all sASd1: First we show an L2-estimate over Aie;s
with its induced metric hie;s:
Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality and Lemma 3.1 yields
juðs; sÞj2 ¼
Z e0
s
@tuðt; sÞ dt


2
p c
Z e0
s
reðtÞ1d dt
Z e0
s
j@tuðt; sÞj2ðdet hie;tðsÞÞ
1
2 dt:
If we integrate over sASd1 and apply Lemma 3.1 once more we obtain
Z
Aie;s
juj2 ¼
Z
Sd1
juðs; sÞj2ðdet hie;sðsÞÞ
1
2
p c2reðsÞd1
Z e0
s
reðtÞ1d dt
Z
Me
jduj2TnMe : ð13Þ
If 0psp2e we have rðsÞd1pð2eÞd1: Furthermore, the integral over t can be split
into an integral over 0ptp2e and 2eptpe0: The ﬁrst integral can be estimated by
e2d ; the second by
R e0
2e t
1d dt: Therefore we have an estimate of the order OðeÞ if
dX3; resp. Oðejln ejÞ if d ¼ 2: Finally, if we integrate the integral on the LHS of (13)
over sA½0; 2e we obtain the desired Estimate (12). If uðe0; sÞa0 we choose a cut-off
function. &
The argument in the proof is due to [1]. The following lemma is proven in [6],
resp. [1].
Lemma 3.3. We have lDk ðXeÞ-lkðX Þ; resp. lNk ðXeÞ-lkðXÞ:
Now we can show Theorem 3.1:
Proof. From the Min–max Principle (1) we conclude that
lykðMeÞplDk ðXeÞ ð14Þ
since the domains of the quadratic forms obey the opposite inclusions. In particular,
lykðMeÞ is bounded in y and e by some constant ck > 0: To prove the opposite
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inequality we apply our Main Lemma 2.1 with He :¼ L2ðMeÞ; qe :¼ qyMe ; H0e :¼
L2ðXeÞ; q0e :¼ qNXe and Feu :¼ upXe being the restriction operator.
Condition (2) is satisﬁed by Lemma 3.2, the inequality in Condition (3) is trivially
satisﬁed. Finally, Condition (4) is satisﬁed by the upper bound (14) and Lemma 3.3.
The Main Lemma therefore yields
lNk ðXeÞplykðMeÞ þ dkðeÞ
with dkðeÞ-0 as e-0: Together with estimate (14) and Lemma 3.3 we are done. &
Remark 3.1. If we assume that the metric g of the original manifold X is ﬂat on Bie0 ;
i.e., his ¼ s2 ds2 in Eq. (10), we can calculate the sectional curvature of the cylindrical
end Ae of Me: Let @s; @s1 ;y; @sd1 be orthonormal tangent vectors corresponding to
ðs; sÞ on Aie: Then the sectional curvature is
Kð@s; @sj Þ ¼ 
r¨e
re
and Kð@sj ; @skÞ ¼
1 ’r2e
r2e
for jak:With our assumptions on re; Kð@s; @sj Þ is a negative number of order Oðe2Þ
and Kð@sj ; @skÞ is a positive number of the same order as e-0: In particular, the
Ricci and the scalar curvature are also of order Oðe2Þ: Therefore, all curvature
terms are unbounded in e as Green conjectured in [14].
3.1. Periodic manifold joined by cylinders
In the previous example Me one may think that it is essential for obtaining
spectral gaps that the parts which break down reduce to a point. To avoid this
impression, we will confront another periodic manifold with spectral gaps where the
collapsing parts reduce to intervals instead of points. It only seems to be important
that the period cells are separated by very short closed geodesics (in dimension 2) or
more generally by very small submanifolds of codimension 1: The construction in
this section is closely related to the work of Anne´ [1].
For simplicity only, we will assume that G ¼ Z: Let I be the interval ½0;L and let
Ce be the cylinder I 	 Sd1 of radius e and length L > 0 with metric ds2 þ e2 ds2 (if
L ¼ 0 we are in the case of the previous section) . We denote by Ne the period cell Me
where we have glued the cylinder Ce by identifying f0g 	 Sd1 with @A1e : In the same
way as above we obtain a periodic manifold Ne with period cell Ne by glueing
together Z copies of Ne: As above we can prove:
Theorem 3.2. As e-0 we have lykðNeÞ-lDk ðX ’,IÞ uniformly in yA #G:
Here, lDk ðX ’,IÞ denotes the eigenvalues of the operator DX"DDI written in
increasing order and repeated according to multiplicity. Note that spec ðDX"DDI Þ ¼
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spec DX,spec DI ; i.e., lDk ðX ’,IÞ is a reordering of lDk1ðX Þ and lDk2ðIÞ: Again, by
Floquet Theory Theorem 1.2 follows.
Proof. We only sketch the proof since it is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Again, we have an upper estimate of lykðNeÞ by the kth Dirichlet eigenvalue
lDk ðXe ’,CeÞ on Xe ’,Ce: For the estimate from below we apply the Main Lemma once
more with He :¼ L2ðNeÞ; qe :¼ qyNe ; H0e :¼ L2ðXeÞ"L2ðCeÞ and q0e :¼ qNXe"qDCe :
Furthermore, for uAdom qyNe ; we set
Feu :¼ upXe"ðupCe  hÞ;
where h ¼ he is the (unique) function satisfying
DCeh ¼ 0 and hp@Ce ¼ up@Ce
(see [1,24]). To verify Condition (2), we estimate
jjjFeujj2Xe ’,Ce  jjujj
2
Ne
jp
Z
Ae
juj2 þ
Z
Ce
ðju  hj2  juj2Þ
p jjujj2Ae þ 2jjujjCe jjhjjCe þ jjhjj
2
Ce
:
By Lemma 3.2 we only need to show that the harmonic extension h converges to 0 in
L2ðCeÞ uniformly in y (note that h ¼ hye depends also on y since u ¼ uyeAdom qyMe
does). The convergence does not seem to be very surprising since the harmonic
function h is given on the boundary @Ce by u which is small (in L2-sense) by Lemma
3.2. Nevertheless, a little more work is necessary which will be omitted here (see
[1,24]).
Condition (3) is satisﬁed since
qeðuÞ ¼
Z
Ne
jduj2X
Z
Xe
jduj2 þ
Z
Ce
jdhj2 ¼ q0eðFeuÞ:
Note that the harmonic function h minimises the energy integral qCeðuÞ: SinceZ
Ce
/dðu  hÞ; dhS ¼ 0 ð15Þ
by the Gauss–Green Formula we have qCeðuÞ ¼ qCeðhÞ þ qCeðu  hÞXqCeðhÞ: Note
that u  h satisﬁes Dirichlet boundary conditions.
From the Main Lemma we obtain a lower bound (up to an error term) given by
the kth eigenvalue lN;Dk ðXe ’,CeÞ with Neumann boundary conditions on Xe and
Dirichlet boundary conditions on Ce: We only have to add on that l
N;D
k ðXe ’,CeÞ;
resp. lDk ðXe ’,CeÞ; converge to lDk ðX ’,IÞ if the cylinder Ce collapse to the interval I
as e-0: &
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4. Conformal deformation
SupposeM is a G-periodic Riemannian manifold of dimension dX2 with metric g:
Let XCM be a compact subset with smooth boundary such that gX-Xa| implies
g ¼ 1: Then a period cell M with dist ð@X ; @MÞ > 0 exists. We introduce normal or
Fermi coordinates ðr; yÞ with respect to Y :¼ @X (for details cf. [5]). Here, rAðr0; r0Þ
parametrises the normal direction and yAY parametrises the tangential direction;
ro0 corresponds to the interior of X and r ¼ 0 corresponds to Y :
Furthermore, we assume that normal coordinates also exist on M\X ; i.e., we
suppose that M\X can be parametrised by ðr; yÞ with rAIy and yAY : Here, Iy is a
compact subset of R containing ½0; r0: The existence of normal coordinates on M\X
is a geometrical restriction on X : In some situations, this condition means that X is
close enough to @M: For example, this condition is satisﬁed for a centered ball in a
cube.
Suppose we have for each e > 0 a smooth G-periodic function re:M-ð0; 1 with
the following properties:
reðxÞ ¼ 1 for all xAX ; ð16Þ
reðxÞ ¼ e for all xAM with dist ðx;X ÞXed : ð17Þ
For simplicity, we also assume that reðxÞ is only a function on r in normal
coordinates on M\X : Note that the function re converges pointwise to the indicator
function of the set X ¼ SgAG X : We deﬁne ge :¼ r2eg and denote the resulting
Riemannian manifolds with metric ge by Me; resp. Me: We therefore obtain a
conformally deformed G-periodic manifold Me with periodic metric ge and period
cell Me: In particular, the squared norm and the quadratic form on the deformed
manifold Me are given by
jjujj2Me ¼
Z
M
juj2rde and qMeðuÞ ¼
Z
M
jduj2TnMrd2e : ð18Þ
Here we can see that the case d ¼ 2 is in some sense particular, since the quadratic
form does not depend on e any more (but the norm does).
First, let us calculate the curvature of the conformally deformed case:
Remark 4.1. We denote the sectional curvatures of Me by the subscript e and the
sectional curvatures of M without subscript. Let @r; @y1 ;y; @yd1 be orthonormal
basis tangent vectors corresponding to the coordinates ðr; yÞ near Y ¼ @X : Then the
sectional curvatures are given by
Keð@r; @yj Þ ¼ r5e ð .re þ @rgyj yj ’re=2þ reKð@r; @yj ÞÞ;
Keð@yj ; @ykÞ ¼ r6e ð ’r2e  ð@rgyjyj þ @rgykyk Þ ’rere=2þ r2eKð@yj ; @ykÞÞ
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for jak: With our assumptions on re; Kð@r; @yj Þ ¼ Oðe2d5Þ with changing sign and
Kð@sj ; @skÞ ¼ Oðe2d6Þ provided e > 0 is small enough. Calculating the Ricci and
scalar curvature one can see that all curvature terms are not bounded in e as Green
conjectured in [14].
4.1. The higher dimensional case
Now we are able to state the following theorem (again, Theorem 1.3 follows via
Floquet Theory):
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that dX3: Then lykðMeÞ-lNk ðX Þ as e-0 uniformly in yA #G:
Again, the kth band BkðMeÞ reduces to the point flNk ðXÞg as e-0 and the
convergence is not uniform in k:
As in the previous section, we need the following lemma which shows that the
y-periodic eigenfunctions on Me do not concentrate on the metrically shrunken set
Me\X as e-0:
Lemma 4.1. There exists a positive function oðeÞ converging to 0 as e-0 such that
Z
Me\X
juj2poðeÞ
Z
M
ðjuj2 þ jduj2TnMeÞ; ð19Þ
for all u out of the domain of the quadratic form with y-periodic boundary conditions
on Me:
Again, oðeÞ only depends on the geometry of M\X :
Proof. We proceed in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. We introduce
normal coordinates. For notational simplicity only, we assume that Iy ¼ ½0; ry for
some number r0pry: Suppose that uACNðMeÞ with uðr; yÞ ¼ 0 for all yAY and
rp r0: As in (10) we have the orthogonal splitting
ge ¼ r2e g ¼ r2e ðdr2 þ hrÞ
in normal coordinates where hr is a parameter-dependent metric on Y : By the
Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality, we have
juðs; yÞj2 ¼
Z s
r0
@ruðr; yÞ dr


2
p
Z s
r0
ðdet gðr; yÞÞ12 dr 
Z s
r0
j@ruj2ðdet gÞ
1
2

 
ðr; yÞ dr
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for 0pspry: Since Y is compact we can estimate the ﬁrst integral by c > 0:
Therefore, integrating over sAIy and yAY yields
Z
Me\X
juj2 ¼
Z
yAY
Z ry
s¼0
ðjuj2ðdet gÞ12rde Þðs; yÞ ds dy
p c
Z
yAY
Z ry
s¼0
ðdet gÞ12ðs; yÞrde ðsÞ
	
Z s
r¼r0
ðj@ruj2ðdet gÞ
1
2Þðr; yÞ dr ds dy:
We can estimate the s-dependent terms as follows: for edpspry we have reðsÞ ¼ e by
Assumption (17). Furthermore, there exists a constant c0 > 0 such that
ðdet gÞ12ðs; yÞpc0 for all yAY and 0pspry since M\X is compact. Therefore, the
integral over 0psped and edpspry can be estimated by c0ed : We conclude that
Z
Me\X
juj2p cc0ed
Z
yAY
Z ry
r¼r0
ðj@ruj2ðdet gÞ
1
2Þðr; yÞ dr dy
p cc0e2
Z
yAY
Z ry
r¼r0
ðj@ruj2ðdet gÞ
1
2rd2e Þðr; yÞ dr dy
p cc0e2
Z
M
jduj2TnMe ;
where we have used reXe in the second line.
If uðr; yÞa0 for some yAY and ro r0 we multiply u with a cut-off function w
such that wðrÞ ¼ 1 for rX r0=2 and wðrÞ ¼ 0 for rp r0: Note that supp d wCX ;
i.e., on supp w; there is no conformal deformation. If uAdom qyMe we apply an
approximation argument. &
In the same way we have proven Theorem 3.1 we can show Theorem 4.1:
Proof. First, we prove an upper bound. For this we apply the Main Lemma 2.1 with
H :¼ L2ðXÞ; q :¼ qNX (not depending on e), H0e :¼ L2ðMeÞ and q0e :¼ qyMe : Further-
more, let Fu be an extension of uAdom qNX onto M such that u ¼ 0 in a
neighbourhood of @M: In particular, uAdom qyMe : The inequality of Condition (2)
is trivially satisﬁed, Condition (3) follows because of
jq0eðFuÞ  qðuÞj ¼
Z
Me\X
jdFuj2TnMe ¼
Z
Me\X
jdFuj2TnMerd2e -0
by the Lebesgue convergence theorem and Assumption (17). Here, the assumption
dX3 is essential. In the e-independent case, Condition (4) is obsolete. The Main
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Lemma yields
lykðMeÞplNk ðXÞ þ dkðeÞ ð20Þ
with dkðeÞ-0 as e-0:
To prove the opposite inequality we apply the Main Lemma once more, this time
with He :¼ L2ðMeÞ; qe :¼ qyMe ; H0 :¼ L2ðXÞ; q0 :¼ qNX and Feu :¼ upX being the
restriction operator.
Again, Condition (2) is satisﬁed by Lemma 4.1, and the inequality in Condition (3)
is trivially satisﬁed. Finally, Condition (4) is satisﬁed by the upper bound (20). The
Main Lemma therefore yields
lNk ðX ÞplykðMeÞ þ dkðeÞ
with dkðeÞ-0 as e-0: Together with Estimate (20) we are done. &
4.2. The two-dimensional case
In dimension 2; the special form of the quotient qyMeðuÞ=jjujj2Me causes a different
behaviour. The y-periodic eigenvalue of the Laplacian on a period cell Me still
converges, but the limit depends on y; i.e., the kth band BkðMeÞ in general does not
reduce to a point. In particular, if we assume that re is monotonely decreasing (as
er0), the ﬁrst y-periodic eigenvalue is monotonely increasing (as er0) since we have
lykðMeÞ ¼ infu
qyMeðuÞ
jjujj2Me
¼ inf
u
R
M
jduj2R
M
juj2r2e
ð21Þ
due to the Min–max Principle and (18). Here, the inﬁmum is taken over all
uAdom qyMe such that ua0: Note that dom q
y
Me
is independent of e as vector space.
Since the ﬁrst band B1ðMeÞ of a connected periodic manifold Me has always non-
trivial interior (see Remark 2.1), B1ðMeÞ cannot reduce to a point as e-0:
As in the higher dimensional case, the norm on Me converges to the norm on X ;
i.e., the limit quadratic form lives in the Hilbert space L2ðXÞ: But there is no reason
why the limit form should only be an integral over X since the quadratic form qyMe
does not depend on e any more (see Eq. (21)).
Indeed, the following candidate for the limit form is the right one (a more detailed
motivation can be found in [24], note that harmonic functions minimise the energy
integral, i.e., the integral over jduj2). For uAdom qNX let h ¼ HyuAdom qyM be the y-
periodic harmonic extension of u on M: In particular, u ¼ h on X and DM\X h ¼ 0 on
M\X such that h and dh are y-periodic, i.e., hðxÞ ¼ yðgÞhðgxÞ; resp. dhðxÞ ¼
yðgÞdhðgxÞ; for all xAM and gAG such that gxAM: Then we set
qy0ðuÞ :¼
Z
M
jdðHyuÞj2
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for all uAdom qy0 :¼ dom qNX : Note that qNX ðuÞpqy0ðuÞ for all u: In particular, the
corresponding operator to qy0 has purely discrete spectrum denoted by l
y
kð0Þ (written
in increasing order and repeated according to multiplicity). Furthermore, since
dom qy0*dom q
D
M the Min–max Principle yields
lNk ðX Þplykð0ÞplDk ðXÞ:
Now we show the convergence of the y-periodic eigenvalues on Me to the
eigenvalues lykð0Þ:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that d ¼ 2: Then lykðMeÞ-lykð0Þ as e-0 for all yA #G:
Proof. First, we prove an upper bound. For this, note that jjujjXpjjHyujjMe and
qy0ðuÞ ¼ qyMeðHyuÞ: By the Min–max Principle (or formally one could also apply the
Main Lemma) we obtain
lykðMeÞplykð0Þ: ð22Þ
To prove the opposite inequality we apply the Main Lemma 2.1 once more, this
time with He :¼ L2ðMeÞ; qe :¼ qyMe ; H0 :¼ L2ðXÞ; q0 :¼ qy0 and Feu :¼ upX being the
restriction operator.
Again, Condition (2) is satisﬁed by Lemma 4.1. The inequality in Condition (3) is
satisﬁed since
qeðuÞ ¼
Z
X
jduj2 þ
Z
M\X
jduj2
X
Z
X
jduj2 þ
Z
M\X
jdðHyðupX ÞÞj2 ¼ qy0ðFeuÞ:
Note that the harmonic function HyðupX Þ minimises the second integral, see
Eq. (15). Finally, Condition (4) is satisﬁed since lykðMeÞplDk ðXÞ: The Main Lemma
therefore yields
lykð0ÞplykðMeÞ þ dkðeÞ
with dkðeÞ-0 as e-0: With regard to Estimate (22) the proof is ﬁnished. &
Next we characterise the domain of the operator Qy0 corresponding to q
y
0: Note
that dom Qy0 consists of those uAdom q
y
0 such that there exists a (unique) element
vAL2ðXÞ satisfying
qy0ðu;wÞ ¼ /v;wS
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for all wAdom qy0: In particular, Q
y
0u ¼ v (see e.g. [19, Theorem VI.2.1]). Here, we can
give a more explicit characterisation of the limit operator:
Lemma 4.2. The domain of the operator Qy0 corresponding to the limit quadratic form
qy0 is given by
dom Qy0 ¼ fuAH2ðXÞ j @nu ¼ @nHyu on @Xg: ð23Þ
Furthermore, Qy0u ¼ DX u for uAdom Qy0:
Here, @nu denotes the normal (outer) derivate with respect to X : Furthermore,
H2ðX Þ denotes the Sobolev space of square integrable weak derivatives up to second
order.
Proof. The lemma follows from the Gauss–Green Formula and the characterisation
of dom Qy0: Note that the integral over @M vanishes since h ¼ Hyu and dh are both
y-periodic. Furthermore, u;DuAL2ðXÞ imply uAH2ðX Þ by regularity theory. &
Since the limit operator is quite complicated, we are only able to construct an
example of a conformally deformed two-dimensional manifold with gaps in the
spectrum of its Laplacian:
Example 4.1. Let M :¼ R	 S1 be a cylinder with G ¼ Z acting on M by gðx; sÞ ¼
ðgþ x; sÞ: The periodic metric is given by g ¼ dx2 þ r2ds2 for some ﬁxed r > 0: We
choose M ¼ ½0; 1 	 S1 as period cell.
Let 0oaobo1 and let X ¼ ½a; b 	 S1 be the undisturbed region of M: Note that
normal coordinates exist on M\X : Let yA #GDT1: In this context we prefer to view y
as eiyAT1:
We ﬁrst have to calculate the y-periodic harmonic extension h ¼ Hyu of a function
uACNðXÞ given by uðx; sÞ ¼ vðxÞeins for some nAZ; i.e., we have to solve the
boundary value problem
DM\X h ¼ @xxh  1
r2
@ssh ¼ 0 with
hða; Þ ¼ uða; Þ;
hðb; Þ ¼ uðb; Þ;
hð1; Þ ¼ eiyhð0; Þ;
@xhð1; Þ ¼ eiy@xhð0; Þ;
which has a unique solution. Next, we search for eigenvalues l ¼ lykð0ÞX0 with
eigenfunctions u: Again, by separating the variables we can calculate them explicitly.
Since eigenfunctions u have to be in the domain of Qy0; the normal derivatives of u
and the harmonic extension h agree on @X by the preceding lemma. Therefore, we
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have to solve
DX u ¼ @xxu  1
r2
@ssu ¼ lu with
@xuða; Þ ¼ @xhða; Þ;
@xuðb; Þ ¼ @xhðb; Þ:
This gives a restriction on the possible values of l: A long, but straightforward
calculation yields
2ðcosðLoÞ  cos yÞ ¼ co sinðLoÞ; ð24Þ
o2  n
2
r2

 
sinðLoÞ ¼ 2o n
r
 coshðc
n
r
Þcos ðLoÞ  cos y
sinhðcn
r
Þ ð25Þ
with l ¼ o2 þ n2=r2 and c :¼ 1 L ¼ 1 b þ a where the ﬁrst equation is valid for
n ¼ 0 and oX0 and the second equation for na0 and o > 0 (see [24]). Note that c is
the length of the perturbed cylinder M\X and that L is the length of the unperturbed
cylinder X :
If n ¼ 0 we obtain smooth functions y/omðyÞ for each mAN0 solving Eq. (24)
(see Fig. 3). In this case, we have l ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃomðyÞp : Furthermore, note that the compact
intervals Bm :¼ fo2mðyÞ; 0pyp2pg are all disjoint: One can prove that
inf Bm ¼ mp
L
 2
and sup Bm ¼ ðm þ 1Þp
L

 2
e0
for all mAN0 if e0 ¼ e0ðLÞ is small enough. Finally, note that ðmp=LÞ2 are the
Neumann eigenvalues of the interval ½0;L:
If na0; we have
Z :¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
p
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
o2 þ n2=r2
p
>
jnj
r
X
1
r
:
If we replace o by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z2  n2=r2
p
in Eq. (25) we obtain solutions y/Zn;pðyÞ for n; pAN
(see Fig. 3). Note that we do not expect that the intervals Bn;p :¼ fZ2n;pðyÞ; 0pyp2pg
are disjoint, we rather expect that the intervals Bn;p cover the gaps between the
intervals Bm when m; n or p are large. But we still have infBn;pX1=r2; i.e., if rp Lmp; the
intervals B0;y;Bm remain disjoint. Therefore, we have proved the following:
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that Me is a conformally perturbed cylinder of radius r > 0 with
conformal factor satisfying Conditions (16) and (17). Suppose further that the
unperturbed area is a cylinder X of length 0oLo1 (periodically continued with period
1). Then the corresponding Laplacian has at least m gaps if rp L
mp and if e > 0 is small
enough.
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4.3. Conclusions and outlook
So far we have proven the existence of two different classes of periodic manifolds
with spectral gaps. But we still have not found a satisfying answer (in terms of
geometrical properties) whether a given periodic manifold has gaps or not. We deﬁne
the n-isoperimetric constant of a periodic manifold M as
InðMÞ :¼ inf
M
inf
O
ðvold1@OÞn
ðvoldOÞn1
;
where volk denotes k-dimensional Riemannian volume and n > 1: The inﬁmum is
taken over all period cells M of M and all open submanifolds OCM with
@M-@O ¼ |: In both classes of examples given in Sections 3 and 4, we have
vold1ð@MeÞ-0 whereas voldðMeÞ is bounded from below by some positive
constant. Therefore InðMeÞ-0 as e-0 for all n > 1: Are the isoperimetric constants
some hint for the analytic decoupling? Here, by analytic decoupling we mean that the
kth y-periodic eigenvalue of Me converges uniformly to some y-independent constant
lk (as in Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 4.1). Note, for example that the isoperimetric
constants do not all converge to 0 for a straight cylinder Sd1 	 R of diameter of
order e and length of a period cell of order ea; a > 0: Clearly, the spectrum of the
straight cylinder has no gaps.
What role does the curvature play? In the construction in Section 3 as well as the
conformal deformation in Section 4 the curvatures are neither bounded from below
nor bounded from above. There is a result of Li [21] showing that the essential
spectrum of a complete non-compact Riemannian manifold M with non-negative
Ricci curvature and a pole is equal to ½0;NÞ: (A pole is a point x0 where the
exponential map is a diffeomorphism from Tx0M onto M; which is a strong
√
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√
√
√
√
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
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Fig. 3. The square root of the eigenvalues of the limit operator Qy0 plotted for L ¼ 0:5 and r ¼ 113: Here, at
least m ¼ 2 gaps occur.
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geometric condition.) If furthermore,M is periodic then the bound on the curvature
prevents the existence of spectral gaps. In contrast, we would expect to have a great
number of gaps if the curvature has great absolute values.
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